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The Telecommunications Industry

In 1995 18 companies in the USA paid a total of $US 7 740 000 000 for the right to use a total of 60MHz of spectrum space (around 1.9GHz) [1]

Telecommunications is big business!

- Telephones (fixed, mobile)
- TV and Radio Broadcasting
- Satellite Links
- Computer Networks (Internet plus others)
- Networks in banking and many other service industries

This is huge, and we have less than an hour.

Restrict ourselves to Telephones. (1)
The Choice of the Telephone as Something to Study

In trying to understand the impact of technics or technology on society it is sometimes hard to determine which are the key technologies. For example, rather than the steam engine, Lewis Mumford quite clearly gives the clock the major role in the industrial revolution [14].

Whilst the determination of the key technology of the 20th century is perhaps harder still, most people would have telecommunications, and in particular the telephone, near the top of their list.
Fascinating Telephone Facts

- The worldwide telephone network is the largest integrated system in the world

- Global Information industry $1.5 \text{ trillion} \text{ per year} \quad [6]

- AT&T Revenues (1994) $US75\,094\,M
  Income $US4710\,M \quad [6]

- Telstra Revenues (1995) $14\,081\,M
  Assets $17\,000\,M \quad [5]

- US Telephone infrastructure overall $US60\,000\,M
  in 1970 [3]. $US300\,000\,M \text{ now.}
More Fascinating Telephone Facts

Was the driving force for many technological innovations: Vacuum Tube, Negative Feedback, Transmission Lines, Microphones, Transistor, Modulation

Driving force in development of Systems Engineering:

Systems engineering - a concept that itself originated at Bell Labs - which is responsible for deciding on a systematic basis what research and development projects are worth undertaking [7, p. 13]

At one time the ability to plan, engineer and operate complex reliable systems was largely confined to telephone companies. [8, p. 180]

Has had a very significant social impact on our society, often not explicitly recognised.
Structure of Lecture

- History: Where did the telephone come from?

- Technicalities: A single example of some technical aspects associated with the development of the telephone system.

- Social aspects of the telephone (in general).

- Gender related aspects of the telephone.

- Brief conclusion.
Bell’s Motivation

Improvements in telegraphy. (3)

The problem Bell was originally trying to solve was that of **Multiple Telegraphy**: How can one send multiple telegraph messages over the same wire simultaneously?

Or, how can one **multiplex** several signals?

A telegraph signal just transmits intermittent DC.

Through a difficult and long process [10] Bell managed to show that one could send different signals by switching different tones on and off. At the receiver, he needed a device for filtering out unwanted signals (his ‘vibratory analyser’ - a bank of resonators tuned to different frequencies.)

We will later see the relationship between multiplexing and modulation.

Also Bell was interested in how the human voice is produced. (He was a teacher of the deaf.)
Bell’s Invention of the Telephone 1

To invent the telephone, Bell had to:

**Develop methods for generating undulating currents of different frequencies (with the multiple telegraphy motivation)**

This undulating current was Bell’s greatest innovation. Telegraphy involved make or break connections well suited to dots and dashes, but poorly suited to speech... But the result of combining undulating currents would be a sinusoidal curve that would be different for every combination of sounds, therefore allowing one to discriminate among different messages [10].

**Determine that a human voice was a set of vibrations that could be converted into electrical currents (his phonoautograph)**

In doing this he made explicit use of knowledge of the human ear:

Bell sought to duplicate the shape of the membrane of the human ear, the shapes of the bones attached to it, the mode of connection between the two, etc. [10, 12]
Bell’s Invention of the Telephone 2

Design and build a microphone (originally liquid, then carbon)

In the design of the transmitting part of the telephone, he refined his phonoautograph. As Bell himself said:

Make the mechanical transmitting instrument after the model of the human ear. Make armature after the shape of the ossicle. Follow out the analogy of nature. [11]

Design and build a transducer to convert the currents back to sound.

Originally he thought he would need a whole bank of tuned receivers, and it was a tremendous and serendipitous insight on June 2 1875 when he found that a device he had hoped would pick out just one of two tones applied to it, in fact reproduced the sum of the tones. (Thus it acted as a speaker.)
Technical Aspects: Wires 1

Originally above ground. With large numbers, there are problems.

What is the circuit diagram for a piece of wire?

The advance of **loading coils**: Vaschy 1889 and Heaviside 1893 recognised that artificially increasing inductance could help (either uniformly or by lumped loading).

By 1913 Coil loading extended range of open wire lines to 2000 miles [23]

The **attenuation** $\alpha$ of a line

$$|V(z)| = |V(0)|e^{-\alpha z}$$

where $z$ is distance along line.

$$\alpha \approx \frac{R}{2} \sqrt{\frac{C}{L}} + \frac{G}{2} \sqrt{\frac{L}{C}}$$

Since $G \ll R$, increasing $L$ decreases $\alpha$. 
Wires 2

Understandable in terms of ‘characteristic impedance’.

**Ground return versus two wire.**

Ground return has lower resistance over long distances, but suffers from interference.

Balanced (twisted) two wire line more immune to interference (1880-1900).

Coaxial cable, waveguides, and fibre optic cable.

Radio phone (June 1946, St Louis) [7, p. 215]

Other technical aspects (nontrivial) include microphones, speakers, amplifiers and switches.
Consideration of Social Aspects

Consideration of social effects is all part of good engineering

Increasingly, we are finding it necessary to take account of complex social, economic, even political factors which do not figure in the contents of the Engineer’s handbook.

Haakon Romnes, President of Western Electric, 1961

Perhaps one of the things he had in mind was the difficulty AT&T had in introducing All Number Calling (ANC).
All Number Calling 1

Early 1920’s, have numbers like BR oad 5066, and dials had letters on them. (2)

Since 1930s in large cities a phone number was two letters (the exchange name), followed by 5 numerals such as PL 59097 (Plaza 59097).

Engineers foresaw a shortage of numbers, and difficulties when international networks were set up (different alphabets).

Early 1950s directory entries simply had letters (e.g. CR 1-2345) rather than CRestview 1-2345.

Mid 1950s, letter pairs bearing no relationship to name of exchange.

By 1960, introduction of all number calling in a few exchanges.

Mid 1962 half of Pacific Bell’s phones on ANC.

Formation of Anti Digit Dialling League in opposition to the ‘cult of technology’ (San Francisco Bay area)
All Number Calling 2

Over 80% of users polled by the San Francisco Chronicle preferred the old system.

1963 California Public Utilities Commission ruled in favour of AT&T (response to petition for restraining order).

But thereafter AT&T moved more cautiously. Even in mid 1970s, there were letter prefixes in Manhattan telephone directory.

Nowadays (in US) 1-800-IBM-3333

In this small but illuminating matter, however, AT&T’s failure to grasp the symbolic meaning of what it did for unassailable technical reasons was more than a public relations failure. It was a measure perhaps of the extent to which management in its necessary and miraculously productive obsession with technology had lost the larger vision so prized by Theodore Vail [an early president of AT&T]. [7, p. 273]
The Social Impact of the Telephone

Caution: Want to study something that is enormously taken for granted. Brooks, in his history of the telephone said:

Use of the telephone involves exposure; for some, to be ‘hung-up on’ is amongst the worst of fears; others dream of a ringing telephone and wake up with a pounding heart. The telephone’s actual ring - more perhaps than any sound in our daily lives - evokes hope, relief, fear, anxiety, joy, according to our expectations. The telephone is our nerve end to society. [7, pp. 8-9]
Ingrained Habits

Consider how often you have had someone answer a phone when you have been in face-to-face conversation with them. This illustrates how imbued we are with the primacy of the telephone.

A remarkable example is related by Carpenter [33]:

Some years ago in New Jersey, a mad sniper killed thirteen people then barricaded himself in a house while he shot it out with the police. An enterprising reporter found out the phone number of the house and called. The killer put down his rifle and answered the phone. 'What is it?' he asked. 'I'm very busy.'
Dual Aspects

The telephone:

- Saves physicians from making house calls, but originally physicians thought it would increase the number;

- Invades our privacy with its ring, but enhances it by allowing us to transact affairs from within our homes;

- Allows dispersion of authority, but also tight supervision of distant subordinates;

- Makes information available, but reduces written records.

Pool [13] argues that these dual effects are

One reason for the relative paucity of literature on its social impact ... Rather than constraining action in one direction, the telephone is an agent of effective action in many directions.
Effects 1

**Effect on Securities Trading:** Before the telephone, if you wanted to trade in securities, you had to be down-town in a large city. With the introduction of the telephone:

A foreshortening of time and space, amounting to a new dimension came into stock and bond trading; Wall street went national. The economic effect was to increase the liquidity of securities and to increase vastly the fund-raising capability of business paving the way for economic expansion. [7, p. 115]

**Effect on the Structure of Cities:** The effect here is contradictory: Allowed the construction of skyscrapers [16, p. 140], as well as the development of suburbs [17].
Effects 2

Different countries: Effects are different in different countries. France has had a rather poor telephone system for much of this century. One can speculate that this was caused in part by the very strong controls the government wanted on all forms of communications.

In 1837, a law was passed which imposed ‘jail sentences from one month to one year, and fines of from 1000 to 10000 Francs on anyone transmitting unauthorised signals from one place to another by means of the telegraph machine and other means.’ [7, p. 99] (!)

Gossip: Of course a more homely effect of the telephone is to provide much greater opportunities for gossip. In a remarkable piece of foresight, Bell in 1877 suggested

The time would come, when Mrs Smith would spend an hour with Mrs Brown ‘very enjoyably cutting up Mrs Robinson’ over the telephone; connection between the two women would be made possible by means of a central switching office. [18, p. 120]
Gender Issues Relating to the Telephone

First question is: can some **object** or **artefact** such as a telephone have an implicit gender?

One’s first reaction is “of course not.”

Because of its very concreteness, people tend to confront technology as an irreducible brute fact, a given, a first cause, rather than as hardened history, frozen fragments of human and social endeavour. [26, page 22]

But popular culture abounds with stories, usually at the expense of women, concerning Women’s supposed confusion with new technologies:
A More General Question

A more general question is: "Can Artifacts have Politics?" In a nicely argued essay of that title, Landon Winner claims yes.

A very nice example is that of Bridges.

Robert Moses’ parkway designs, especially that to Jones Beach on Long Island.

Construct the bridges low enough, and buses can’t use the road; that keeps the poor people out...

Have to distinguish between an artifact “in itself” and how it is used. (Can use bridges in many ways).

There is now a lot of evidence of gender-specific usage patterns of the telephone, and it is in fact not unreasonable to talk of the technology itself (broadly construed) has being gender-specific [34].
Women’s Use of the Telephone

Whilst there has been anecdotal evidence of different patterns of use of communication technologies such as telephones for a century now, there has been very little in the way of systematic study of the differences. [30, page 16].

Ann Moyal [30, 29] carried out an in depth study of 200 women drawn from a cross-section of Australian society.

Her results indicate a very distinctive pattern of use by women (on average).

- 2–6 instrumental calls per week (usually just a few minutes, unless they get stuck in a queueing system)

- 14–42 personal communication calls per week (typically 10–20 minutes, but often longer: “Grandma I want to tell you something!”).
Intimacy

The phone is a very intimate means of communication:

Women talk more freely and intimately on the phone with close friends than they do face-to-face.

As one of her respondents reportedly said:

You can convey “I know you’re worried” even if you don’t say it.

This mainly personal use of the telephone explains the very strong opposition to timed local calls (proposed towards the end of the 1980s). Moyal reports 92% of her respondents were against the idea.
Telecommuting

Another apparent gender difference relating to the telephone occurs in the idea of telecommuting.

The idea here is that people can work at home with the benefit of modern communications technologies.

Wajcman [26, pages 40–42] reports that whilst men viewed telecommuting as a way of working from home rather than at home, and ended up working longer hours than before; women tended to value the idea of telecommuting because it allows them to concurrently look after children.
The Social use of the Telephone

The clear distinction between the reported usage of the phone by women, and the received view of its use by men has a long history.

It is worth noting that to start with, the need to use a telephone had to be created. Theodore Vail said (1909) that the “public had to be educated to the necessity and advantage of the telephone.”

Claude Fischer [32] has documented how the telephone companies slowly and very begrudgingly accepted that a valuable use of the phone was simple sociability.

In 1909 a Seattle telephone manager wrote

The telephone is going beyond its original design, and it is a positive fact that a large percentage of telephones in use today on a fallt rental basis are used more for entertainment, diversion, social intercourse and accommodation to others, than in actual cases of business or household necessity.

(He determined this by listening in to a sample of calls at his exchange.) [32, page 48]
How the Telephone was Marketed

From 1900 to World War 1, the telephone was marketed as something that

● Was useful for businessmen as it impressed customers and saved time

● Was useful for household management (calling the florist), or for husbands letting their wives know they would be late home;

● But sociability themes were rare: typical suggested use was to inform of safe arrival at the end of a journey.

By the 1930s, this had changed and advertisements for the telephone would say [32, page 40):

1932 “Friends who are linked by the telephone have good times.”

1937 “... friendship’s path often follows the trail of the telephone line.”
Reasons for the Change

Fischer [32] in analyzing why the change in attitude occurred draws no very firm conclusions. We saw before how the telephone originally developed technically from the telegraph, and indeed it was operated by the same groups of people. Fischer’s most firm conclusion shows this:

The key change was the loosening, under the influence of public practice with the telephone, of telegraph tradition’s hold on the telephone industry.
The Differences Are Not Completely Accepted

It is remarkable, and probably quite significant, that given this acceptance within the general community, the different uses of the telephone (across gender, as we have been considering now) are still not given strong credence at the policy level.

Ann Moyal relates [29, page 68] the following about the presentation of her commissioned report into women and the telephone:

When Telecom Australia’s senior managment were presented with the Women’s study, they expressed the view: “That is my wife, mother, and daughter.” But they have, it would seem, failed to accomadate the findings as a basis for policy assessment.

Perhaps there is still a significant element OF WHat the “right” use of the telephone is!
Conclusions 1

The story is interesting, and Fischer concludes his study of how the telephone industry (partially!) discovered sociability in the use of the telephone with a more general conclusion, which is worth presenting:

The story of how and why the telephone industry discovered sociability provides a few lessons for understanding the nature of technological diffusion. It suggests promoters of a technology do not necessarily know or determine its final uses; that the seek problems or “needs” for which their technology is the answer (cf. the home computer business); but that consumers may ultimately determine those uses for the promoters. And the story suggests that, in promoting a technology, vendors are constrained not only by its technical and economic attributes but also by an interpretation of its uses shaped by its and their own histories, a cultural constraint that can be enduring and powerful.
Conclusions 2

Rakow [34] concludes her study with:

The story of the history of the telephone cannot be told without accounting for the gender relations within which a telephone system developed. The telephone, in turn, was used to construct and maintain gender differences and hierarchies. The story of the telephone teaches us the lesson that communications technologies in a gendered society are not gender-neutral.

Engineers would do well to treat the literature on the topic as a good warning of the difficulty of predicting or controlling a technology; of the difficulty of predicting the social utility of a technology; and of the importance of listening to all sides of debates about technologies, and not just those couched in hard-headed technical terms.

The value of the telephone system today resides not so much in its technical infrastructure, which is readily replaced (for a mere trillion dollars world-wide), but in its deep cultural acceptance and use, which has taken a century to develop.
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